Ashley Olsen and Boyfriend
David Schulte Call It Quits
By Brittany Stubbs
It looks like Ashley Olsen is back on the market. Several
sources confirm that she and David Schulte have split up after
dating for a little less than a year. “He was a great guy and
cute, but it didn’t work out,” a source shares with
UsMagazine.com. Despite her relationship with Schulte, CEO of
luxury eyewear brand Olive Peoples, the Olson twin has kept
her personal life pretty private, and her rep had no comment
regarding the breakup.
What are some ways to tell it’s time to call it quits on a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not everything is meant to last forever. In fact, some
relationships are just ticking time bombs. Here’s when you
know it’s time to say goodbye:
1. There is no trust in your relationship: Lack of trust can
destroy a relationship. Whether it’s rooted from consistent
lies, or infidelity from the past, without trust, there’s no
healthy future for the two of you as a couple.
Related: Ashley Olsen and Justin Bartha Split
2. Everyday is a different battle: If your relationship has
gotten to the point where it’s just one fight after another,
it might be a sign it’s time to move on. Granted, every couple
has their conflicts here and there, but if you’re no longer
seeing eye to eye on anything and tensions are high anytime

you’re in the same room, step back and reevaluate.
Related: 10 Celebrity Couples We Never Knew Existed
3. You no longer communicate: Whether far apart or in the same
room, if you’re no longer communicating with one another,
you’ve lost one of the most essential aspects of your
relationship. You need to either find a way to reconnect and
begin communicating again, or call it quits, because without
communication, your relationship can’t move forward
(successfully, at least).
How have you known it’s time to call it quits? Share your
experiences below.

